
LIGHT | a onstraint language and ompilersystem for typed-uni�ation grammarsLiviu CiortuzCS Department, University of York, UK. E-mail: iortuz�s.york.a.ukAbstrat. This work presents LIGHT, a feature onstraint language fordedution-based bottom-up parsing with typed-uni�ation grammars.We overview both its formal de�nition, as a logi language operatingbottom-up inferenes over OSF-terms, and its implementation | an el-egant ombination of a virtual mahine for head-orner parsing and anextended abstrat mahine for feature struture uni�ation.11 IntrodutionInterest in (typed) uni�ation grammars for Natural Language Proessing anbe traed bak to the seminal work on the PATR-II system [32℄. Sine then, thelogis of feature onstraints were studied and beame well-understood [36℄ [7℄,and di�erent types of uni�ation-based grammar formalisms were developed bythe Computational Linguistis ommunity | most notably Lexial FuntionalGrammars (LFG, [19℄), Head-driven Phrase Struture Grammars (HPSG, [31℄)and Categorial (uni�ation) Grammars [39℄. More reently large-sale imple-mentations for suh grammars were devised.So are for instane the HPSG for English [17℄ developed at Stanford (alledLinGO), two HPSGs for Japanese developed at Tokyo University [24℄, and re-spetively at DFKI{Saarbr�uken, Germany [34℄, and the HPSG for German, de-veloped also at DFKI [26℄. LFG large-sale grammars were developed by XeroxCorp., but they are not publily available.The last years witnessed important advanes in the elaboration of tehniquesfor eÆient uni�ation and parsing with suh grammars [29℄ [30℄. The work herepresented was part of this international, onerted e�ort.The LIGHT language is the only one apart TDL [22℄ | whih proved toomuh expressive, and therefore less eÆient | to be formally proposed for (thesystems proessing) large-sale LinGO-like grammars. TDL was implemented bythe PAGE platform at DFKI | Saarbr�uken and the LKB system [16℄ at CSLI,University of Stanford. They are both interpreters, written in Lisp. LIGHT maybe seen as rede�ning implementing the subset of TDL used in the urrent versionsof LinGO. The LIGHT ompiler is one of the (only) two ompilers running LinGO,the large-sale HPSG grammar for English. (The other ompiler running LinGOis LiLFeS [25℄. It basially extends the Prolog uni�ation mehanism to typedfeature strutures.)There are already a number of papers published about di�erent uni�ation orparsing issues involved in the LIGHT system: [13℄ [9℄ [11℄ [10℄ [12℄. However, none1 This paper appeared in the Proeedings of the 25th German Conferene on Arti�ial Intelligene (KI2002),Aahen, Germany, 16-20 September, 2002, published as LNAI vol. 2479, Springer-Verlag, pages 3{17.



of them gave until now a thorough overview of the LIGHT language and system.Besides, we onsider that the possibilities for improving the LIGHT system'simplementation are far from exhaustion. This is why we found appropriate topublish this overview work about LIGHT.LIGHT has a fairly elegant logi design in the framework of OSF-logi [4℄.The LIGHT name is an aronym for Logi, Inheritane, Grammars, Heads, andTypes.2 Distintive from the other systems proessing LinGO-like grammars,LIGHT uses OSF-theory uni�ation [5℄ on order- and type-onsistent theories.This lass of OSF-logi theories extends well-typed systems of feature stru-tures [7℄, the framework of the other systems proessing LinGO. Dedutionin LIGHT is the head-orner generalisation [20℄ [35℄ of bottom-up hart-basedparsing-oriented dedution [33℄.3LIGHT is implemented in C and ompiles the input grammar into C ode.The implementation is based on a unique ombination of an abstrat mahine forOSF-theory uni�ation| whih extends the AM for OSF-term uni�ation [3℄[13℄| and a virtual mahine for ative bottom-up hart-based parsing [15℄ [10℄. Theinterfae between the two mahines is struture sharing-oriented. LIGHT usesompiled Quik-Ckek to speed-up uni�ation [11℄ [23℄, and a learning module toredue the size (i.e., the number of onstraints) in the rule feature strutures [12℄.Conerning the organisation of this paper, Setion 2 presents the logialbakground of order- and type-onsistent OSF-theories, Setion 3 introdues theformal spei�ations of the LIGHT language, exemplifying the main notions withexerpts from an HPSG-like typed-uni�ation grammar, and Setion 4 overviewsthe implementation of the LIGHT ompiler and parsing system.2 LIGHT logial bakground:order- and type-onsistent OSF-theoriesA��t-Kai, Podelski and Goldstein have introdued in [5℄ the notion of OSF-theory uni�ation whih generalise both OSF-term ( -term) uni�ation andwell-formed typed feature struture uni�ation [7℄. The lass of order- and type-onsistent OSF-theories introdued in this setion extends that of systems ofwell-formed typed feature strutures, heneforth alled well-typed feature stru-tures . Systems of well-typed feature strutures will orrespond in fat to order-and type-onsistent OSF-theories satisfying a set of appropriateness onstraintsonerning every feature's value and domain of de�nition.2 The analogy with the name of LIFE | Logi, Inheritane, Funtions and Equalities| a well-known onstraint logi language based on the OSF onstraint system [4℄ isevident.3 For non-lexialized typed-uni�ation grammars, top-down inferenes an be on-veniently de�ned, and in this ase LIGHT would be seen as a partiular CLP(OSF)language. (For the CLP shema see [18℄.) It is in fat in this way that LIGHT was�rst implemented, before it was onverted to parsing with large-sale lexializeduni�ation grammars. 2



The advantage of generalising (and subsequently simplifying) the logialframework of typed-uni�ation grammars (from well-typed FSs) to order- andtype-onsistent OSF-theories is reeted on LIGHT's implementation side by theredution of the expanded form of LinGO with 42%, and the improving of theaverage parsing time for the sentenes in the sli test-suite with 20%.4Let S be a set of symbols alled sorts, F a set of features, and � a omput-able partial order relation on S. We assume that < S;�> is a lower semi-lattie,meaning that, for any s; s0 2 S there is a unique greatest lower bound glb(s; s0)in S. This glb is denoted s^ s0. In the sequel, the notions of sort onstraint, fea-ture onstraint and equality onstraint, OSF-term (or  -term, or feature stru-ture/FS, or OSF normalised lause) over the sort signature � are like in theOSF onstraint logi theory [5℄. The same is true for unfolding an OSF-term,and also for subsumption (denoted as v), and uni�ation of two  -terms.Some notations to be used in the sequel: root( ) and  :f denote the sortof the root node in the term  , and respetively the value of the feature f atthe root level in  . The reexive and transitive losure of the relation � will bedenoted as �.Form( ;X), the logial form assoiated to an OSF-term  of the forms[f1 !  1; :::; fn !  n℄ is 9X1:::9Xn((X:f1 := Form( 1; X1) ^ ::: ^ X:fn :=Form( n; Xn)) X : s), where denotes logial impliation, andX;X1; :::; Xnbelong to a ountable in�nite set V .An OSF-theory is a set of OSF-terms f	(s)gs2S suh that root(	(s)) = s,and for any s; t 2 S, if s 6= t then 	(s) and 	(t) have no ommon variables.The term 	(s) will be alled the s-sorted type, or simply the s type of the givenOSF-theory. A model of the theory f	(s)gs2S is a logial interpretation in whihevery Form(	(s); X) is valid.The notion of OSF-term uni�ation is naturally generalised to OSF-theoryuni�ation:  1 and  2 unify w.r.t. the theory f	(s)gs2S if there is  suh that v  1;  v  2, and f	(s)gs2S entails  , i.e., Form( ;X) is valid in any modelof the given theory.Example 1. Let us onsider a sort signature in whih b ^  = d, and the symbol+ is a subsort of bool, and the OSF-terms  1 = a[ FEAT1 ! b ℄,  2 = a[ FEAT1! [ FEAT2 ! bool ℄ ℄. The glb of  1 and  2 | i.e., their OSF-term uni�ationresult | will be  3 = a[ FEAT1! d[ FEAT2! bool ℄ ℄. Taking 	(d) = d[ FEAT2! + ℄, the glb of  1 and  2 relative to the f	(d)g OSF-theory | i.e., theirOSF-theory uni�ation result | will be  4 = a[ FEAT1 ! d[ FEAT2 ! + ℄ ℄.Now we an formalise the link towards well-typed feature strutures:As de�ned in [5℄, an OSF-theory f	(s)gs2S is order-onsistent if 	(s) v 	(t)for any s � t. We say that an OSF-theory is type-onsistent if for any non-atomisubterm  of a 	(t), if the root sort of  is s, then  v 	(s). A term is said tobe non-atomi (or: framed) if it ontains at least one feature.4 These numbers were (omputed after data) obtained and published by U. Callmeier,a former ontributor to the LIGHT projet [6℄.3



A well-typed OSF-theory is an order-onsistent theory in whih the followingonditions are satis�ed for any s; t 2 S:i. if f 2 Arity(s) ^f 2 Arity(t), then9u 2 S, suh that s � u; t � u and f 2 Arity(u);ii. for every subterm  in 	(t), suh that root( ) = s,if a feature f is de�ned for  , then f 2 Arity(s), and  :f v 	(root(s:f)),where Arity(s) is the set of features de�ned at the root level in the term 	(s).An OSF-term  satisfying the ondition ii from above is (said) well-typed w.r.t.the OSF theory f	(s)gs2S .Notes:1. The ondition i implies that for every f 2 F there is at most one sort ssuh that f is de�ned for s but unde�ned for all its supersorts. This sort willbe denoted Intro(f), and will be alled the appropriate domain on the featuref . Also, root(	(s):f), if de�ned, will be denoted Approp(f; s), and will be alledthe appropriate value on the feature f for the sort s. Approp(f , Intro(f)) is themaximal appropriate value for f .5 The appropriate domain and values for allfeatures f 2 F de�ne the \anonial" appropriateness onstraints for a well-typed OSF-theory.2. As a well-typed OSF-theory is (by de�nition) order-onsistent, it impliesthat Arity(s) � Arity(t), and Approp(f; s) � Approp(f; t) for every s � t;3. A stronger version for the ondition ii would be: the feature f is de�ned(at the root level) for  i� f 2 Arity(s), and  :f v 	(s:f). In the latter ase,the theory is said to be totally well-typed.For well-typed OSF theories f	(s)gs2S , the notion of OSF-uni�ation ex-tends naturally to well-typed OSF-uni�ation. The well-typed glb of two featurestrutures  1 and  2 is the most general (w.r.t. v) well-typed feature struturesubsumed by both  1 and  2. The well-typed glb of two feature strutures issubsumed by the glb of those feature strutures.To summarise:The �rst di�erene between the lass of order- and type-onsistent OSF-theories and the lass of well-typed OSF-theories onerns the subsumption on-dition | limited to non-atomi substrutures  : if root( ) = s, then  v 	(s).For instane, if a[F ! ons℄ is type-onsistent, its well-typed orrespondent isa[F ! ons[FIRST ! top, REST ! list℄℄.This (more relaxed) ondition has been proved to be bene�ial for LinGO-like grammars [6℄, sine it lead to a both signi�ant redution of the expandedsize of the grammar and the parsing time (due to redution of opying andother struture manipulation operations), without needing a stronger notion ofuni�ation.5 If the lub (least upper bound) of any two sorts exists and is unique, our urrentimplementation of LIGHT uses a weaker version for the ondition i : if f 2 Arity(s)^ f 2 Arity(t), and :9u 2 S suh that s � u; t � u and f 2 Arity(u) thenAppropDom(f) = lub(s; t), and AppropVal(f) = lub(root(s:f), root(t:f)).4



Attribute subtyping: Approp(a; s) = ts0 � s � then Approp(a; s0) = t0, and t0 � t:Attribute unique introdution: 8f 2 F ; 9?s 2 S and t:f " for any t 2 S; s � t:Type (strit-)onsisteny:  is a subtype in 	;root( ) = s � then  v 	(s):Fig. 1. The type disipline in well-typed uni�ation grammars.Order onsisteny: s0 � s then 	(s0) v 	(s):Type onsisteny: � is a non-atomi subtype in 	;root ( ) = s � then  v 	(s):Fig. 2. The type/FS disipline in order- and typed-onsistent grammars.The seond main di�erene between order- and type-onsistent OSF-theorieson one side, and well-typed OSF-theories on the other side is related to appro-priate features: well-typed theories do not allow a subterm  of root sort s touse features not de�ned at the root level in the orresponding type 	(s).For instane, if  5 = a[ FEAT1 ! d[ FEAT2 ! +, FEAT3 ! bool ℄ ℄, thenthe OSF-theory glb of  2 and  5 will be de�ned (and equal to  5), while theirwell-typed glb relative to the same theory does not exist, simply beause  5 isnot well-typed w.r.t. 	(d), due to the non-appropriate feature FEAT3.Therefore, LIGHT will allow the grammar writer more freedom. The soure ofthis freedom resides in the openness of OSF-terms. Also, at the implementationlevel, LIGHT works with free-order registration of features inside feature frames.6Just to get a omparative overview on 1. well-typed uni�ation grammars [7℄versus 2. order-and type-onsistent OSF-theories/grammars, we synthesise thede�nitions for 1. the appropriateness onstraints in Figure 1, and respetively2. the order- and type-onsisteny notions in Figure 2. It is obvious that ourapproah is simpler than introdued in [7℄.A proedure | alled expansion | for automate transformation of an OSF-theory into an order- and type-onsistent one was presented in [9℄. This proedurealso omputes the \anonial" set of appropriate onstraints assoiated to theexpanded theory. OSF-theory uni�ation for an order- and type-onsistent the-ory is well-formed with respet to this anonial set of appropriate onstraints.6 The Amalia and LiLFeS abstrat mahines for uni�ation of well-typed FS workwith losed reords and �xed feature order for a given type. Reent work by Callmeierhas shown that �x-order feature storing does not lead to improvement of the parseperformane on LinGO. 5



With respet to the anonial appropriateness onstraints indued for an order-and type-onsistent OSF-theory (in partiular, for LinGO), well-typed featurestruture uni�ation oinides with OSF-theory uni�ation.3 Formal introdution to LIGHT3.1 Constraint logi de�nitionsA LIGHT logi grammar will be de�ned as a partiular order- and type-onsistentOSF-theory. (For an introdution to logi grammars see [1℄.)Let < S;F ;� > be a sort signature, with S ontaining several \reserved"sorts, namely top, sign, rule-sign, lexial-sign and start, and F the \reserved"features stem and args. The sorts rule-sign and lexial-sign | both beingdesendants of sign | are disjunt, while start is a desendant of rule-sign. S isassumed a lower semi-lattie w.r.t. �.{ A LIGHT Horn lause, denoted  0 :�  1  2 :::  n (n � 0), orrespondsto the logial formula ~8( 0   1 ^  2 ^ ::: ^  n), where  i; i = 0; 1; 2; :::; nare  -terms, root( 0) � rule-sign, and root( i) � rule-sign or root( i) �lexial-sign for i = 1; 2; :::; n. (Remark the absene of prediate symbols.){ A LIGHT rule is a LIGHT Horn lause with root( 0) a leaf node in the sorthierarhy (S;�).7 (The stem feature in rules' de�nition is related to theonsumed input sentene.)Remark: Any LIGHT rule an be written as a single  -term, if we denote theright hand side (RHS) arguments as a list value of the (reserved) feature args.Anywhere we refer to a rule as an OSF-term, we assume this understanding.{ A LIGHT logi grammar is an order- and type-onsistent OSF-theory on-taining a non-empty set of LIGHT rules. (In pratie we require in fat thatall leaf rule-sign-desendants types be LIGHT rules.)3.2 Parsing-oriented derivation spei� de�nitionsFor bottom-up hart-based parsing, [33℄ and [35℄ propose two derivation rules:san and omplete. Head-orner parsing [35℄ distinguishes between left- and right-san and respetively omplete, and adds a new derivation rule, head-orner. Atone rule's appliation, uni�ation with the head-orner argument, designatedby the grammar writer, is tried before the other arguments are treated. This\head" argument is the most important one, beause it is usually ritial for theappliation of the whole rule, i.e., statistially speaking, it is most probable toprodue uni�ation failure.7 For the moment, the LIGHT language is not designed to deal with so-alled �-rules,i.e., rules whose right hand side (RHS) is empty.6



It is worth to note that in a (order-)sorted framework, the distintion betweenterminal and non-terminal symbols is erased, sine either a terminal or a non-terminal may oupy a same slot in the args list of a rule. In onlusion, in theLIGHT setup, head-orner bottom-up hart-based parsing is ahieved via twodedution rules: head-orner and (left- and right-) omplete. 8Lexial analysis:Let < w1w2 ::: wn > be an input (word) sequene. If  is a leaf lexial-sign-desendant in the grammar G suh that  :stem = < wiwi+1 ::: wj >, with1 � i � j � n, then the quadruple (�;  0; i�1; j), where  0 is obtained from  by renaming all its variables with new variables, is a lexial item. Here, � is theempty set (of atomi OSF-onstraints). Any lexial item is a passive item.In LinGO, the lexial analysis is slightly more elaborated: a lexial-rule, whihis a leaf desendant of the lexial-rule sort (disjunt from rule-sign) may beapplied during the morphologial analysis to a leaf lexial-sign-desendant. Theresulting feature struture takes the role of the above  0.Syntati analysis:Head-orner: If (�;  ; i; j) is a passive item,  0 :�  1 :::  r is a newlyrenamed instane of a rule in G, and  k is the head/key argument of this rule(1 � k � r), then if there is a glb ' of  k and  , (1 � k � r) with � thesubsumption substitution of  k into ' = glb( k;  ), i.e., � k = glb( k;  ), then(��;  0 :�  1 ::: : k: :::  r; i; j) is an item. It is an ative item if r > 1, and apassive item if r = 1. The ompositions �� and � must be interpreted simplyas a onjuntion/union of the formulae/sets of atomi OSF-onstraints � and �,respetively � and  .Right omplete: If (�;  0 :�  1 ::: : p :::  q : :::  r; i; j) is an ative item, withq < r, and there is a passive item, either a lexial (�;  ; j; k) or a non-lexial one(�;  :� : 01 :::  0m:; j; k), assuming that glb(� ; � q+1) exists, and � is the or-responding subsumption substitution, then (��;  0 :�  1 ::: : p :::  q+1: :::  r; i; k)is an item, namely a passive one if p = 1 and q + 1 = r, respetively an ativeone, otherwise.Left omplete: Similar to the above de�nition, exept that the ative item isleftward \open". If (�;  0 :�  1 ::: : p :::  q : :::  r; i; j) is an ative item, with1 < p, and there is a passive item, either a lexial (�;  ; k; i) or a non-lexial one(�;  :� : 01 :::  0m:; k; i), assuming that glb(� ; � q+1) exists, and � is the orres-ponding subsumption substitution, then (��;  0 :�  1 ::: : p�1 :::  q : :::  r; k; j)is an item, namely a passive one if p � 1 = 1 and q = r, respetively an ativeone, otherwise.A LIGHT parse sequene (or derivation) is a �nite sequene of items i1; :::; imsuh that for every r with 1 � r � m, the item ir is either a lexial item, or ahead-orner prodution based on a passive item iq with q < r, or it is obtained8 LinGO uses only binary rules, therefore it beame onvenient to use the name om-plete as a \rewriting" one for both the lassial san and omplete parsing operations,when extended to order-sorted uni�ation based-parsing.7



satisfy_HPSG_priniples[ STEM diff_list,CAT #1:ateg,SUBCAT #2:ateg_list,HEAD #4:phrase_or_word[ STEM diff_list,CAT #1,SUBCAT #3|#2 ℄,COMP #5:phrase_or_word[ STEM diff_list,CAT #3,SUBCAT nil ℄,ARGS <#4, #5> ℄
girl[ STEM <!"girl"!>,CAT noun,SUBCAT <det> ℄.

Fig. 3. A sample rule (parent) type (satisfy HPSG priniples) and a lexial entry (girl).by left- or right- ompletion of an ative item ip with a passive item iq , wherep; q < r.Let w = < w1; w2; :::; wn > be a �nite sequene of symbols (from S). TheLIGHT logi grammar G reognises the input sentene w i� there is a parsesequene (derivation) in G ending with a passive item (�;  ; 0; n), where  isstart-sorted.3.3 Exempli�ation:The satisfy HPSG priniples feature struture adapted from [37℄ and presented inFigure 3 enodes the Head Feature Priniple (at := head.at), The SaturationPriniple (omp.subat:nil), and the Subategorization Priniple (to be laterdetailed). These three priniples are among the basi ones in the HPSG linguistitheory [31℄. The syntax used in Figure 3 is that of LIGHT:The sorts start, list and the list subsorts ons and nil are speial (reservedLIGHT ) types, and so is di� list, the di�erene list sort. The notation <! !> isa syntax sugar for di�erene lists, just as < > is used for lists.9 The symbol j isused as a onstrutor for non-nil (i.e., ons) lists.The linguisti signi�ane of the Head Feature Priniple: the ategory ofa phrase is that of (or: given by) its head. For the Saturation Priniple: theomplement of a phrase must be saturated | proedurally: it must have beenfully parsed | at the moment of its integration into a (larger) phrase. TheSubategorization Priniple orrelates the subat feature value | namely a listof ategories | for the head argument with the subat feature value of thephrase itself, and the at feature value for the omplement (omp) daughter ofthe same phrase.9 Formally, <!a1; a2; :::; an!> stands fordi� list[ first list a1ja2j:::janj#1,rest list #1 ℄ 8



The Subategorization Priniple is diretly linked to the nature of the parsingitself in suh lexialized typed-uni�ation grammars: no spei� parsing rules areprovided; only very general priniples/onstraints are given about how phrasesor words may be ombined, while spei� information about the ombinatorialvalanes of words is provided in the lexial desriptions.Basially, the Subategorization Priniple says that, when applying a rule| in order to build a mother feature struture out of a head daughter and aomplement daughter |, the omplement daughter \onsumes" the �rst elementof the head daughter's subat list, and \transmits" the rest of that list to themother feature struture.The satisfy HPSG priniples type will transmit via inheritane the onstraintsit inorporates to the rules used in the [37℄ grammar, namely two binary rules:lh phrase and rh phrase. The onstraints spei� to these rules will impose onlythat the head is on the left, respetively the right position inside a phrase.4 LIGHT | implementation4.1 Related systemsSystems proessing typed-uni�ation grammars opted for di�erent approahes.ALE [8℄ opted for the translation of typed FSs into Prolog terms.Amalia [40℄ [41℄o�ered the �rst view on ompiling ALE grammars | in whih typed FSs hada less general form than in the LinGO-like HPSG grammars |, based on anabstrat mahine whih adapts WAM [2℄ to FS uni�ation and replaes SLD-resolution with simple bottom-up hart-based parsing. LiLFeS [25℄, the otherompiler (besides LIGHT) running LinGO followed in the beginning the samediretion, but then proessed the grammar rules so to apply well-known CFGparsing algorithms. (Later developments for TDL also explored CFG approx-imations of LinGO-like grammars [21℄.) The LKB[16℄, TDL [22℄ systems' basiversions, and PET [6℄ implemented simple head-orner parsers, opting for dif-ferent versions of FS uni�ers [38℄ [42℄ [23℄. Later, hyper-ative parsing [28℄ andambiguity paking [27℄ were inorporated into LKB and PET.For LIGHT, we hose to extend the AM for uni�ation of OSF-terms [3℄ toOSF-theory uni�ation [5℄, making it impliitly able to unify typed FSs [7℄. Forparsing, while originally the LKB simple head-orner ative bottom-up hart-based parser was imported in our system, later on we replaed it with a VMfor inremental head-orner bottom-up parsing with FS sharing and baktrak-ing [15℄. The interesting point about this VM is that on one hand it an beused by the LKB-like systems (if they would like to opt for FS sharing), andon the other hand it an work as an interpreter of the abstrat ode (for rules)generated by the LIGHT ompiler.4.2 LIGHT system's arhitetureAn overview of our LIGHT parser's arhiteture is shown in Figure 4. The LIGHTompiler translates typed-uni�ation grammars (written or onverted into a9
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Fig. 4. An overview of the VM for HC bottom-up hart-based parsing.format inspired by the OSF notation) into abstrat ode, and then into C.Eah typed FS in the input grammar gets an assoiated (ompiled) C fun-tion. The FSs representing rules undergo a further, automate transformation ofthe abstrat ode so to make them suitable for eÆient head-orner bottom-uphart-based parsing with FS sharing. We refer to this transformation sheme asSpeialised Rule Compilation (SRC) of rules [10℄.10Eah of the basi operations for parsing in LIGHT | a rule appliation, alexial FS onstrution, or a type-heking (we all it: on-line expansion) | areahieved by alling a ompiled funtion. The abstrat mahine instrutions whihbuild up these funtions are shown in the right side of the table in Figure 5.As the AM in [3℄ was onerned only with OSF-term uni�ation | this AMwill be referred to in the sequel as OSF AM |, we extended the de�nitionsof the two of its AM instrutions, namely interset sort and test feature, andalso the bind-re�ne proedure invoked by the on-line uni�er funtion osf-unifyin [3℄, in order to support on-line expansion/type-heking needed for OSF-theory uni�ation. Besides these transformations, we inorporated into OSF AMsome other failities: traing, baktraking, and FS sharing. We use the nameOSF/LIGHT AM to denote the new, more general version of OSF AM. Forfull details our work extending OSF AM to OSF/LIGHT AM, the interestedreader must refer to [13℄. OSF AM and onsequently OSF/LIGHT AM importedthe two-stream (READ and WRITE ) optimisation from the Warren AbstratMahine [2℄. Thus the set sort and interset sort abstrat instrutions orrespondto sort onstraints, set feature and test feature orrespond to feature onstraints,and unify feature orresponds to equation onstraints.10 The exeution of the abstrat ode for rules in LIGHT has an e�et similar to thatprodued by Amalia on ALE grammars, namely it ahieves bottom-up hart-basedparsing. Unlike Amalia, we produe this (\speialised") ode through automatetransformation of the (non \speialised") abstrat ode produed for the FS rep-resenting the rule [10℄. (Note that rules in LinGO are represented as FSs; theirarguments onstitute the value of the args reserved feature/attribute.) Addition-ally, the SRC-optimised ode in LIGHT inorporates speialised sequenes for dealingwith environments, for feature struture sharing.10



VM Instrutions AM Instrutionsparsing interfae READ-stream WRITE -streamkeyCorner undo push ell interset sortdiretComplete saveEnvironment set sort test featurereverseComplete restoreEnvironment set feature unify featureapply rule write testFig. 5. Instrutions in LIGHT VM and OSF/LIGHT AM.The main data strutures in the OSF/LIGHT AM are a heap for buildingup FS representation, a trail whih registers the modi�ations on the heap dur-ing uni�ation-ahieving operations, and an array of environments used for FSsharing.The parsing (i.e., the ontrol above rules' appliation) is implemented in theLIGHT system as a virtual mahine hereby referred to as LIGHT VM. The maindata strutures in LIGHT VM are a hart and the VM's program stak, whihreplaes in a quite elaborated way the well-known agenda in hart-based parsing.Other data strutures in LIGHT VM:� the rule (syntati and lexial) �lters,� the ditionary, whih assoiates to every word whih is a root in at least onelexial entry the list of all lexial entries for whih that word is the root,� the lexion, whih assoiates every lexial entries the index of a query (om-piled) funtion and eventually the index of a lexial rule to be applied to the FSonstruted by that query funtion,� the pre-ompiled QC-arrays assoiated to rules [11℄.The LIGHT VM's instrutions are listed in the �rst olumn of the table inFigure 5. (The interested reader will �nd their detailed desription in [15℄.)The apply rule funtion appearing on the bottom of the �rst olumn in Fig-ure 5 is not a VM instrution (this is why we delimited it from above by ahorizontal line). It is alled by eah of the three VM parsing instrutions |keyCorner, diretComplete, and reverseComplete. Coneptually, it ats in fat likea higher level funtion, whih applies the ompiled funtion orresponding to a(spei�ed) rule FS to a ertain argument.Instead, apply rule is part of the interfae between the LIGHT VM and theOSF/LIGHT AM. This interfae ontains also three proedures implementedwithin the uni�er (in our ase: OSF/LIGHT AM), whih will be applied/alledfrom within the VM program: undo, saveEnvironment and restoreEnvironment.The undo proedure performs baktraking to a ertain state of the AM (namelyas it was before an uni�ation attempt), restoring the information orrespondingto a suessful uni�ation (aording to FS sharing sheme). The saveEnviron-ment proedure performs the same task as undo, but also moves a ertain amountof data from the trail to a new environment, while restoreEnvironment performsthe opposite operation. 11



Overall: memory proess size averageonsumption full/resident parsing timeregular ompilation 59:5MB 73MB/80MB 128 msespeialised ompilation 3:9MB 44MB/13MB 35 mseDetailed: heap feature environ- trail orefe-ells frames ments ells renesregular ompilation 1; 915; 608 1; 050; 777 2669 128; 747 0speialised ompilation 77; 060 57; 663 2669 77; 454 22; 523GR-optimisation 37; 915 29; 908 2669 44; 424 12; 137Fig. 6. Regular vs. speialised rule ompilation: a omparison between the respetivee�ets on parsing the sli test-suite. (Further memory redution due to GR is added.)4.3 Final notes on LIGHT implementationBoth the OSF/LIGHT AM for uni�ation and the LIGHT VM for head-ornerparsing an be used separately, namely just for unifying FSs, or respetively toahieve parsing using another uni�er (than the OSF/LIGHT AM). Two parserso-exist in the LIGHT system, one orresponding to the Speialised Rule Compil-ation (SRC) optimisation, the other using as uni�ation means only the osf-unifyproedure [3℄ upgraded with type-heking/on-line expansion.11 The two pars-ers are implemented in (or as instanes of) the same VM, just by hanging thede�nition of the higher-level funtion rule.The speed-up fator provided by implementing the SRC optimisation is 3.66when running the LinGO grammar on the sli test-suite. A subsequent 43%speed-up was provided the ompilation of the QC pre-uni�ation �lter [11℄, whilereently, the Generalised Redution (GR) learning tehnique working in onne-tion with two-step uni�ation further sped-up parsing up to 23% [12℄. LIGHT'surrent best parsing time was an average of 18.4 mse. per sentene on the slitest-suite, registered on a Pentium III PC at 933MHz running Red Hat Linux 7.1.The ompilation of the LinGO grammar (the CLE version) on that omputertakes 79 seonds, inluding the �lter omputation (whih is the most onsumingtask in grammar proessing). 12Our SRC-optimisation also redued dramatially the memory spae usedduring parsing, as one an see in Figure 6.11 Therefore the seond parser does not appeal the real power of the ompiler; it servesfor basi tests, and | most important | as a support for developing new extensionsand improved versions of the LIGHT ompiler.12 By the time LIGHT system's development was frozen due to the author's departurefrom DFKI { Saabrbr�uken (at the end of the year 2000), the LIGHT parsing speedhas been proved slightly higher than that of the fastest (and sine then, ommeriallysupported) interpreter for LinGO-like grammars | namely the PET system [6℄.12



Conlusion and further workThis paper presented LIGHT, a feature onstraint language in the framework ofOSF-logi, whih underlines large-sale typed-uni�ation grammars. Until now,LIGHT was used for parsing with LinGO [17℄, the HPSG grammar for Englishdeveloped at CSLI, University of Stanford, and for automate learning of typed-uni�ation grammars [14℄.The implementation of LIGHT is based on an interesting ombination of avirtual mahine for head-orner bottom-up hart-based parsing and an abstratmahine for (typed) FS uni�ation. Other di�erenes with respet to the othersystems implementing LinGO-like typed-uni�ation grammars are environment-based FS sharing, inremental parsing and ompiled Quik-Chek [23℄.We expet that further major improvements to the LIGHT ompiler will omefollowing the �nding (on the LinGO grammar) that there are usually a reduednumber of paths (the so-alled GR-paths) that ontribute to uni�ation fail-ure [12℄. This fat may be further exploited so to i. fully integrate QC intoompiled uni�ation; ii. eliminate the need for the | muh time-onsuming |FS restoring operation, urrently part of the FS sharing mehanism; and iii. re-plae searhing through feature frames with diret aess into vetors of GR-pathvalues assoiated to eah rule.Independent of the developments suggested above, further �ne engineeringthe LIGHT system | for instane making the omputations be done as loallyas possible | is supposed to signi�antly improve the urrent performanes. Fi-nally, we expet that the system an be adapted to run other kind of appliations,like dedutive frame-oriented databases and ontologies.Aknowledgements: The LIGHT system was developed at the LanguageTehnology Laboratory of The German Researh Center for Arti�ial Intelligene(DFKI), Saarbr�uken, Germany. U. Callmeier ontributed to the implementa-tion of the head-orner bottom-up (non VM-based) parser for CHIC, whih wasthe development prototype of LIGHT. The present paper was written while theauthor was supported by an EPSRC ROPA grant at the University of York.Referenes1. H. Abramson and V. Dahl. Logi Grammars. Symboli Computation AI Series.Springer-Verlag, 1989.2. H. A��t-Kai. Warren's Abstrat Mahine: A Tutorial Reonstrution. MIT Press,Cambridge, MA, 1991.3. H. A��t-Kai and R. Di Cosmo. Compiling order-sorted feature term uni�ation.Tehnial report, Digital Paris Researh Laboratory, 1993.4. H. A��t-Kai and A. Podelski. Towards a meaning of LIFE. Journal of LogiProgramming, 16:195{234, 1993.5. H. A��t-Kai, A. Podelski, and S.C. Goldstein. Order-sorted feature theory uni�-ation. Journal of Logi, Language and Information, 30:99{124, 1997.13
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